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The supply shock that started in China in February and
the demand shock that followed as the global economy
shut down, exposed vulnerabilities in the production
strategies and supply chains of firms just about
everywhere.
Temporary trade restrictions and shortages of
pharmaceuticals, critical medical supplies, and other
products highlighted their weaknesses.

Supply Chain management in not only a process served
to generate a cost reduction in the budget or a mission
to create greater operational efficiencies within an
organization. 

DIRECTOR'S
MESSAGE



It is the coordination, management and strategy that
drives the flow of data, information, resources and
materials to deliver the best product and service to all
stakeholders, in the process of converting raw goods to a
saleable product and delivering it to the ultimate
customer.

The Operations department’s first edition of the e-
newsletter, Ops-Stream, with the contribution from
alumni, faculty, industry experts, and students, gives
insight into the strategies adopted worldwide to combat
the adverse effects of the COVID pandemic, covering the
innovative ways of risk management and technological
transformations.

My best wishes to the team and I hope the readers will
gain profound insights from this issue, about the domain
of Supply Chain.

Dr Satish Modh
Director, VESIMSR



HOD'S MESSAGE

The vision of Op-Stream,  newsletter is to develop
students fraternity, by giving them exposure to current
business dynamics in the domain of operations and
supply chain, how to deal with challenges by opting best
strategies and to improve academic writing skills. 

The student’s team of Op-Stream has taken extensive
efforts in making its first edition 2021 successful. The Op-
Stream captures enriching experience of Industry
experts, corporates, Alumni, faculty fraternity. The theme
of the Newsletter is aligning with the present COVID-19,
pandemic and its impact on various industry sectors and
solutions to the same. 

I wish good luck to the Operations Department, VESIMSR
and Op-Stream team and request readers to revert to us
for your valuable inputs and participation in the further
issues in the next academic year. 

Dr. Prema Mahale 
Faculty In-Charge – Op-Stream
Associate Dean – Operations 
VESIMSR



EDITOR'S
MESSAGE

We are proud to announce our first e-newsletter Op-
Stream 2020-2021, through the active collaboration of
students and faculty members from the Operations
Department of VESIMSR. The newsletter aims to get
contemporary insights and information on the various
sectors encompassed under the Supply Chain and
Logistics from alumni, industry experts, and students. 

This newsletter will acquaint our readers with the
diverse domain of Supply chain and logistics, covering
different sectors, and to facilitate the exchange of
knowledge and resources for aspiring MBA graduates,
nurtured and guided under the expertise of our
experienced faculty members and distinguished
alumni. 

Dear Readers,



The Supply chain and logistics are indispensable and
an integral part of any value-driven business and is
essential to company success and customer
satisfaction. Its role can be attributed to that of a
nervous system, vital for any value-driven business to
achieve efficiency, fulfilment of demand, drive
outstanding customer value, enhance organizational
responsiveness, build network resiliency and facilitate
financial success.

We hope to deliver to our readers, the clarity and
expert analysis of the various challenges faced during
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, a solution to them,
and post-pandemic strategies to safeguard the core
aspects of the Supply Chain and Logistics from the
adverse effect of the disruption brought in by the
pandemic.

The Editorial Team
Op-Stream
Operations Department, VESIMSR
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The big buzzwords of the recent times- Risk
management- identification and mitigation. Every
company has adopted these mechanisms and rightly
so- every risk was identified, classified as per severity
into risk registers with steps to counter any identified
risk. But no risk register could help what struck the
world in 2020.

The unprecedented and completely unparalleled
pandemic that hit globally, had widespread
ramifications on the global supply chains as each
country chose to introduce lockdowns to contain the
spread of the infection.

Battleground : How
Businesses Kept Their
Supply Chains Running In
2020.

Ms. Sangeeta Venkataramani 

 

 

Logistics Finance Manager at Hindalco
Industries Ltd, Aditya Birla Group.
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As movements of goods, people and services came to
a screeching halt, businesses that responded quickly
were the ones who could hold their stead in the storm
that followed. To give one a perspective- typically
India imports stand at $470+ Billion per year (in 2019),
with China making up almost 14% share amongst
country wise imports. This is yet just one half of the
picture. Globalization has led India to exporting
almost $320+ Billion on a typical year.
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Imagine yourself, running a smooth supply chain-
you have identified suppliers with perfect lead times
domestically and internationally, and you’ve a set of
raw materials at safety stock levels, your production
is running smoothly and sales are on an upswing. 

And then, a period of complete chaos sets in.
Overnight every government introduces lockdowns
and restrictions coming into immediate effect. 
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The Manufacturing sector was left in frenzied damage
control- on how to keep their operations running.
Fortunately, the state/Central governments were
quick to respond to each sector, allowing continuous
process industries to keep operations afloat. It was
the MSMEs and batch process industries which got a
hit badly.

On the logistics and distribution front- trucks stood
stranded on roads as news spread about the
lockdown and drivers fled back to hometowns.  

 
What followed for businesses?
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Vessels were stranded at ports with crew and staff
getting infected. Crucial shipping documents couldn’t
be dispatched on time as physical paper trails couldn’t
be facilitated for lack of courier and forwarding
services. Availability of vessels/containers to lift cargo
also went into a tizzy as the entire demand/supply
ratio stood skewed. 

China recovered the fastest amongst all countries and
bounced back quickly to pre-covid levels in
manufacturing outputs. This meant all shipping liners
preferred to place vessels at China which left the
other APAC countries wanting for vessels as other
countries opened trade gates gradually.
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Who saved the day on the domestic front meanwhile?
Of course, our grand old Indian railways! Railways
operated at almost nil traffic congestions throughout
FY20, with turnaround time of rakes at all time low.
Most industries equipped with infrastructure to
handle rake operations could use Indian railways
rolling stock to the best throughout the pandemic
period to move crucial material.

 
Who saved the day on the 

domestic front meanwhile?
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With the second wave of the pandemic hitting us
harder, businesses have realized the importance of
developing alternate vendors to source critical raw
materials and hit the delicate balance of domestic
sourcing vs imports.

On the shipping front, liners have started imposing
restrictions on Indian crews on board preferring
Filipino and other far East crew on board given the
outbreak in India. The Suez Canal episode, internal
congestions faced in North America and Chinese
demand for vessels have only let the situation of
container availability further worsen.

 
How do things stand presently?
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The key maintenance of vehicles, EXIM containers
have also been affected for lack of industrial oxygen
availability as the government has diverted all
accessible oxygen for medical use.

The domestic conditions look shaky too with several
road transport companies unable to lift material due
to acute driver shortages. The Indian railways are
impacted badly too this time. Several hundreds of
crew and guards have been infected resulting in
inordinate delays. 
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It was impossible to predict or foresee what we all
witnessed in 2020. 

That said, Businesses who reacted to the pandemic
after it struck faced numerous challenges- cash
crunch, reduced manpower, uncertainty in supply of
crucial raw materials etc. Many giants studied early
signs of what was happening in China. They
responded with proactive swift action to build safety
stocks.

 
What did we learn out of this?
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Secondly, while risk management may be crucial for
prevention of setbacks or risks in your ecosystem,
having a robust Business Continuity plan (BC plan)
gives your business the power to bounce back in case
you face a disruption. Hence investing in a good BC
plan becomes utmost important.
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Thirdly, it is the employees who form the backbone of
any organization. Resilience amongst your workforce
makes all the difference when everyone from the top
to the last man standing is going through a hard
time. Hence the stronger and more resilient your staff
is, quicker is your time to recover. Invest wisely in
your human resources too!
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Mr. Vishnu G Chhatre, EX VP
Reliance Infrastructure Ltd.

SUPPLY CHAINS IN
PANDEMIC AND LATER
FOCUS OF WORLD
ACTIVITY TODAY

Two years back, industry was aiming for integrated
supply chains across the globe, networking their B2C
& B2B operations. As the growth was shaping in the
operations, things were building up and columns of
forecasting were estimated.With the new
government in place, ambitious plans were on foot for
India also for the galloping advances in
manufacturing as ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT and record
global inflows in FY20and FY21 were recorded. The
steps of COVID-19 pandemic have been slowly closing
in with the unaware lives in India and across the
world.

No one had plans to mitigate the huge scale of the
first, second and third wave of this deadly invisible
calamity. 
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Everyone was casual then and now too in their
approach, as expected. This invisible nature of attacks
has become the way to test the best resilience of our
systems, processes and supply chains. The unknown
effects of this attack have so impacted that the
Supply Chain staff’s moral, psyche, the will to build
and sustain on over time and globe started wilting
down. Luckily many of the Supply Chains were
remotely accessible and Work From Home ( WFH )
appeared in the scene as a viable alternative. 

Such oxygen connectors are being distributed across
the national geography in few thousands and are
being reached at home.
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The industries reverted back to more than 100%
capacities within less than a week’s time, once
lockdown situation started normalizing after the
first wave.

It was noticed in FY21 that the services sector has
improved its contribution to GDP to more than
55%. The manpower requirement in these Supply
Chains indicates trained staff requirement in
significant numbers in near future.

India as well as global industry romped back into
action as the first wave started showing signs
dissipation. Most of the staff integrated themselves to
make systems & platforms available and connected
the all elements starting from suppliers to customers.
In fact, some of the software companies recorded full
strength through WFH and partners. The fierce
response for growth in the last few months of FY21
was awesome. In spite of the challenges during the
second wave of the epidemic, we can draw inspiration
from the great fight back observations as:

Even though Pharmacy supply chains are being
challenged for less than expected performance, it
should be noted that they operated with more
than 400% of their normal volumes
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Pharmacy Supply chains have been handling O2 &
other new products at global network level 24X7
for more than 12 months for much higher volumes
than normal. The normal staff strength availability
has lowered than normal due to various reasons.

In fact, these supply chains faced impossible
targets without any preplanned support.
International coordination along with Defense, Air
force and Navy infra and Railways has proved our
abilities for uplifting of the service levels as WAR
FOOTING EMERGENCY with heroic spirit.
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In fact, these supply chains faced impossible
targets without any preplanned support.
International coordination along with Defense, Air
force and Navy infra and Railways has proved our
abilities for uplifting of the service levels as WAR
FOOTING EMERGENCY with heroic spirit.

With far limited medical infrastructure, the need
for boost for National medical Infrastructure with
22 AIIMS and each district wise Major health
facilities buildup has been highlighted. 6 AIIMS are
already working and 16 are under construction
stage. Their program will be completing in another
3 years, boosting the infrastructure in major way. 

Most of the supply chains are tending to get
circular along with their RETURN processes also
getting well defined due the frequent needs.
Indirectly cost restructuring got optimization
workouts for customer satisfaction!

New modes of transport are tested for shortest /
fastest possible deliveries. With the advanced
technology support, the future operations can pick
up new threads.
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Generally majority of operations are being
monitored with top most management
considerations as Value build ups started
affecting. The key / essential element of the Value
addition process received a relook in view of
Public/ Customer / Government attention. 

It was easily established that Indian Supply Chains
/ systems and operations are very much
comparable with their international counterparts.
It was evident during Vaccine consignment reach
from India to more than 80 countries across the
world in less than a month’s time.

Overall, the industrial scenario will be miffed with
pandemic stress for major part of the year. Even with
this challenge, the Supply Chains are proving to be
the solution to the complex requirements and the
challenge is proving their worth. With new wave of
ambitious achievers joining the rank, the success to
the above challenges is very much achievable. Vast
geographical coverage with accuracy of operations is
making the life easy for most of the sufferers in this
pandemic but it is challenge for most of the nationals.
Tightening the belts for easy accessibility of medical
facilities, pharmaceutical products and tests is the
best contribution and duty to be done by Supply
chain services.
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Prof. Shrinivas Repak

Faculty | VESIMSR

In today’s VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and
Ambiguous) business environment, maintaining the
competitive edge is a challenge for many
organizations. Unlike the approach of basing strategic
planning mainly on historical data, organizations need
to adopt a more proactive path. 

The Balanced Scorecard is a modern approach to
Strategic Management that aligns the organization’s
activities to achieve their long-term objectives.

Effective Strategic
Management through
deployment of Lean
Six Sigma with
Balanced Scorecard  Mr. G.K.K. Singh

Director | AIQM 
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. It measures long-term performance in terms of 4
perspectives:

•People perspective (Learning & Growth)
•Business process & Innovation perspective 
•Customer satisfaction perspective
•Finance perspective.

It is called as balanced scorecard because it helps
management to focus on all the 4 perspectives
leading to a more proactive strategic management.
Using balanced scorecard and lean six sigma together
can be seen as an “ultimate” management solution.
Balance scorecard can be used to identify the
processes that are important, and lean six sigma can
be used to improve those processes.

 Lean six sigma initiatives were first started as a
process optimization tool at Motorola in 1986 and
gradually gained popularity as a process-excellence
tool due to its organization-wide implementation by 
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Jack Welch (GE Group) from 1995. Today nearly 60% of
the Fortune-500 companies, worldwide, use lean six
sigma methodologies to achieve process excellence.

Lean six sigma is a disciplined, data-driven
methodology that uses the strength of cross-
functional teams to eliminate defects, and reduce
variations, in any process - from manufacturing to
transactional and from the product to service. To reach
six sigma level of performance, a process must not
produce more than 3.4 defects per million
transactions.

Balanced scorecard is a framework for integrating
performance measures defined by Robert Kaplan and
David Norton in 1990s. Many organizations are today
implementing balanced scorecard as their strategic
management plan. The four perspectives of balanced
scorecard proposed by Kaplan and Norton, as listed
above, provide a 
robust structure to describe the blue print for value
creation and tools to manage the implementation of
that strategy. Balance scorecard helps us to identify
performance gaps and is used to facilitate decisions on 
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Increase in number of products can be measured 
 in terms of revenue from new products.

how to address specific performance issues. However,
unlike lean six sigma, the balance scorecard is not a
solution for closing specific strategic performance
shortfalls.

Balanced scorecard and lean six sigma become
complementary because ‘balanced scorecard’ provides
the strategic context for targeted improvement
initiatives and ‘lean six sigma’ is a business
improvement methodology that can solve hundreds of
performances issues.

 As an example, consider an organization that wants to
increase sales turnover by 80% over the next 5 years.
The strategy for doing this requires:

   *  An increase in number of products,
   *  An increase in number of customers,
   *  An increase in repeat business.

  How will these be measured? 

      Based on this measurement, targets and action 
      plans for the launch of new products during the          
      next 5 years can be established. 
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V o l u m e  5 0 ,  I s s u e  7

 Increase in number of customers can be measured

Increase in repeat business can be measured in
terms of revenues from repeat customers.

       in terms of revenue from new customers. 
       Based on this measurement, targets and action 
       plans for finding potential customers, and markets,
       during the next 5 years can be defined.

      Based on this measurement, targets and action     
      plans for the retention of existing customers can be
      established.

In all these cases the analytical and cross-functional
brain-storming tools of lean six sigma, can be used to
overcome road-blocks related to increasing the
number of products, increasing the number of
customers and achieving higher levels of customer
retention. 
Increasing the number of products would require
cross-functional collaboration between the Marketing,
Design and Production functions to achieve holistic
product development as per established targets.
Similarly, increasing retention of customers would
require data analysis to identify the reasons for lost
customers, cross-functional collaboration between 
the Customer-service, Marketing & Production
functions and training people to improve their people-
management skills.
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In short, balanced scorecard established the blue
print for creating value and planning the resources
required for successful implementation of strategy.
On the other hand, lean six sigma tools are used to
implement the strategies by using a variety of
analytical and process improvement tools to achieve
long-term targets as per planned measurements.
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“Your order will be shipped today” this gives
broad smile on everyone’s face. This has
happened due to the disruption in technology
in the field of Logistics, which has actually made
E-commerce business so successful.  Last mile
delivery also termed as the last leg of delivery
and it plays very important role in the entire
delivery process. The delivery process, which
starts from distribution centre to the customer’s
doorsteps and it, may be as short as few steps
and as long as 50-100 kms. The foremost
objective of Last Mile Delivery to deliver a
product to the customer in minimum possible
time and it has a significant role to the
customer satisfaction also.

LAST MILE
DELIVERY

LOGISTICS:
A WAY

FORWARD Dr. Prema Mahale 
Associate Dean Operations,
VESIMSR
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Last mile delivery process makes a big hole in the
supply chain expenses. Last Mile delivery is also
assumed time taking process and therefore if it is
done in an appropriate manner then businesses
can become more efficient and profitable by
saving huge amount of cost and time. Now a day
due to sudden rise in online orders, speedy
delivery expectations, cut throat competition in
E-commerce businesses frequent fluctuations in
customer order are the major issues companies
are facing. In addition to that delayed and failed
deliveries are cutting down the profit levels
further.  
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Today’s tough competition, last mile deliveries

reducing the profits as companies are not charging

much to the customers to fulfil the order.  In order to

gain good market share, companies are subsidizing

their transportation cost and sometime minimum

order size. 

L I V I NG  TH E  WI LD  L I F E
Journeys to remote destinationsCompanies cannot afford to overlook last mile

delivery, therefore as a mid-way, they have to put

in cost, efforts time to ensure optimizations in

their services and to achieve customer

satisfaction without compromising their profits.

However, the last mile delivery is the shortest in

the process of supply chain, but not in terms of

cost. According to the Bureau of Economic

Analysis, last-mile costs are as much as 28% of

entire supply chain expenses.
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1.  Automate batching of orders: It means grouping the
orders, which have to deliver in the same delivery window,
at the same location. This can be done in an automated
way by using algorithm while taking the orders, which in
turn reduces the cost.  

2. Optimization in Routing: Optimal route planning can
get affected due to uncertainties like bad weather
conditions, road closure due to construction, natural
calamities etc. Efficient and economic route planning can
be done with the help of delivery applications. These
applications work with the help of real time information
about traffic congestion, weather forecasts and time
arrival estimation. 
3. Optimization in Load Distribution: To ensure resource
utilization, it is very important that vehicles should not be
under loaded or over loaded. Digitalization of information
helps companies to identify whether truck is fully loaded
or partially loaded and if few more orders can be fitted on
it. 

Cost optimization in Last Mile delivery
process:
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4 .Multiple Avenues: To enable companies to deliver at
speed and reduce the cost of Last mile delivery,
companies can leverage multiple order fulfilment at
various locations, which may include urban
warehouse, backroom and dark stores to ensure
speedy delivery at minimum cost. Moreover, urban
warehouses can be set up to eliminate various middle
channels of distribution to make supply chain at a
lower cost. 
Particularly, customers prefer to get grocery products
delivery for the min lead-time or same day, and
approximately 62% of such orders of same day orders
are fulfilled from stores. Moreover, 43% from the
backroom • 19% from the front room • Just 15% from
warehouses. (CapGemini, 2019) 
5 .Use of alternate vehicles: Selection of right vehicle
plays important role in optimizing delivery time.
Depending on the geographical areas, restrictions,
traffic condition involve a particular type of vehicle can
be used for the execution of delivery. 

6 .Trackingg through GPS: This allows retailers to
understand the status of driver or delivery executive in
the real-time. It also helps in identifying the wastage in
terms of unrequired stoppages, over speeding, idle
times etc. Proactive actions can be taken to avoid
unnecessary delays in supply chain. 
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7. Managing returns: The return cost in almost 26% of
the delivery cost, as easy and free return is encouraging
factor behind it.  Nevertheless, today, every retailer and
businessperson know that in order to be part of
ecommerce world, the return process are crucial.
8. Crowdsourcing: It is very expensive for the companies
to hire full time drivers and owning the vehicles as
contrast with crowdsourcing platform where
companies collaborate with customers or independent
delivery personnel to deliver orders. It is the order
fulfilment by using local network, non-professional
organizations to perform last mile delivery directly to
the customers. Crowdsourcing strategy is becoming
successful and businesses are looking at it as a great
solution, which helps them in maximizing the reach and
reducing the cost of the supply chain.  According to a
survey, there has been increase in percentage of
businesses who are opting for Crowdsourcing as a
solution. Crowdsourcing ensures delivery the orders to
the customers in the fastest way while enabling them
with greater transparency on the entire process chain.
Businesses are able to meet customer demand by order
fulfilment and minimized failed deliveries. Customers
are provided with real time information on delivery
status, via messages and GPS tracking. Giant
companies like Amazon and Walmart also using
crowdsourcing to gain the financial advantage and
customer satisfaction.  
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ADVANCEMENT IN LAST MILE DELIVERY LOGISTICS

1. Flexibility in order delivery: One of the major
requirement of customers is to have flexibility in
the delivery services due to busy schedule and
fast life. These days customers want to receive
orders as per their availability and convenience.
With the advancement in the technology, it is
possible to accommodate time and location of
the delivery.  
2. Improved productivity and scalability: With the
advancement in the technology, last mile delivery
solutions enable businesses to reduce idle time
and uncertain situations. It also helps businesses
to use efficient route for their vehicles to perform
deliveries in time. 
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3. Role of Drones, robots and self-driven cars: To bring
down the labour cost, which is, approximately 60% of
the total cost, companies are working on developing
smart vehicles built in control with robot for making
last mile delivery. This also helps companies to
increase the productivity as well. 
4. City warehousing: City warehousing is very recent
trend many logistic companies are adopting. The fast
and easy deliveries can be made by leveraging the
warehouses located in city area. 
The company who want to be successful in the
competition, need to work on their last mile delivery
logistics. Last mile will be an important part of logistics
and they have make it robust to increase the profit
sharing of the company.
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An invention, which is more than half a decade old,
semiconductors have become an integral part of our
life in the form of each and every electronic device
which we use ranging from a small smart-watch we
wear on our hands to a large refrigerator we use in our
homes – everything contains semiconductors. Life
today would be unthinkable without these devices,
which our tech-savvy generation today is heavily
dependent on.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE
MIDSTREAM COMPONENT
OF SEMICONDUCTOR
SUPPLY CHAIN

Pranit  Roy
Student | VESIMSR

INTRODUCTION
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With the meteoric rise of technological advances,
complexity of the electronic devices with the birth of
‘smart’ devices and consumers who demand it, the
chip-shortage has now ravaged the entire world
which has led to the increase in lead time and has
drastically affected the complex supply chain and its
global distribution, leading to a worldwide shortage of
chip supply. Owing to the already growing problem of
demand, there has been an acute shortage of raw
material and the growing pressure on the
manufacturing firms, who now need to rethink their
strategies to sustain and increase production to meet
these needs. This is where the problem of supply
chain management of semiconductors comes in.

The COVID-19 pandemic has acted as a catalyst to
further surge this demand in the form of a
requirement of smartphones, laptops and medical
equipment like ventilators. From the market leader
HP to premium player Apple, ASUS and Lenovo, all of
them witnessed a rapid surge in demand for laptops
as people were forced into the work from home mode.
With this context in mind, businesses around the
world need to focus on the following factors which
will affect the supply chain management, its efficiency
and output: The number of Manufacturers, the raw
materials and the level and the quality of monitoring
of the Supply Chain.

THE PROBLEM ORIGIN

CURRENT SITUATION AND RESPONSIBLE FACTORS 
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The manufacturers are entities who design and
fabricate semiconductors and then supply them to
industries belonging to different sectors like
consumer electronics, telecommunication,
automobile etc. Hence, it is very essential for these
manufacturers to manage their supply and demand
efficiently to sustain themselves especially in this
environment of ever-increasing pressure due to both
their competitors as well as domestic demand.
Following are the leading semiconductor
manufacturers who run the market: 

Intel Corporation (United States)
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. (South Korea)
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
(TSMC) Ltd. (Taiwan)
SK Hynix Inc. (South Korea)
Qualcomm (United States)

THE NUMBER OF MANUFACTURERS:

Hence, most of the capacity to manufacture the
world’s semiconductors lie in the hands of these few
countries due to their ability to make massive capital
investment in billions of dollars and acquire the
resources to set up and sustain the fabrication
facilities – the biggest barrier in setting up a
semiconductor plant. Out of these Asia’s two largest
chip manufacturers (Samsung and TSMC), which are
responsible for manufacturing most of the world’s
most advanced silicon chips for cheap cost do not
have the capacity to meet the worldwide demand due
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THE RAW MATERIALS:

to the increasing lead-time, which creates a
bottleneck which can last for several quarters, even
for years. 

As of recent, many companies have been forced to
shut down production due to lack of semiconductors
along with poor inventory anticipation and planning,
thus underestimating the user demand during this
pandemic. Thus, due to the ability to manufacture
advanced low-cost chips concentrated in the hands of
a few manufacturers it is essential for them to
anticipate stock demand, and get pre-order bookings
for the time ahead to meet the surging demand
during these difficult times.

The semiconductor manufacturing is a highly
proprietary, long and tedious process which needs to
be understood at a molecular level – one atom at a
time, about how each process affects the functioning
of the chip, something which cannot be learnt
overnight. But, most importantly, it requires raw
materials like Silicon, Gallium Arsenide, Germanium
etc. which needs to undergo the following processes:

Extracted from the earth.
Purified with the help of chemical processes.
Molded into to cylindrical shapes of required size.
Cut minutely in the form of wafers with the help of
special machines.
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Chip Manufacturing

Forming of transistors and electrical circuits on the
wafer.
Cutting of the finished wafer which contains
dozens of chips in a grid pattern.

All these processes have to be done with the utmost
precision keeping the error margin to a minimum.
Hence it is very important for the manufacturers to
manage the inventory of raw material in a proper
manner so as to avoid loss of raw material due to
inefficient processing of the supply chain and
environmental factors like moisture, dust, dirt etc.
which can lead an entire batch of processed output to
be defective.

Along with the manufacturing it is also necessary to
anticipate and manage the acquisition of raw
materials in an efficient manner. This is where e-waste
recycling comes in. E-waste recycling helps in reusing
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THE LEVEL AND QUALITY OF MONITORING
OF SUPPLY CHAIN:

up to 80% of the semiconductor chips present on old
and used electronic devices which have been dumped
as waste. Hence e-waste recycling not only helps in
meeting the demand for raw material but also
protects and preserves the environment by avoiding
the release of harmful chemicals like cadmium,
arsenic etc. into the environment which can lead to
health hazards. In this way businesses need to be
responsible and learn to implement efficient ways of
e-waste recycling and avoid use of harmful metals like
lead, cadmium etc. for the production and add these
techniques to their supply chain in order to manage
raw-material inventory and reduce lead-time demand.

Each and every semiconductor manufacturing system
requires a different level of monitoring, process steps
and customization on the basis of the client’s
requirements, which has to be envisioned and
implemented to manufacture and deliver the
products in the least possible time, thus making it a
herculean task. Hence, long-term planning is an
important factor to be noted and implemented in the
supply chain, to keep up production demands and
orders. At a high level, the supply chain includes 8
components which need to be focused on and
improved according to the drastic demand owing to
COVID-19 pandemic:
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Research and Development precedes all the sectors
and lines of the supply chain. It contains exploratory
research of new materials, their sources, properties,
the cost of extraction and working, advancement in
knowledge of the use and properties of existing
materials, research on the market demands and
future growth prospects of that demand, research on
the techniques and technologies of the existing
companies to compete which finally yields results in
the form of analytical insights which help the
manufacturers in understanding client requirements,
anticipate demand and accordingly move forward
with the manufacturing process.

The pandemic has forced the business to think about
how to meet the demands and increase production in
terms of numbers as well as capacity. Hence it has
become even more essential for businesses to
understand the shift of consumer demand and the
most required essentials needed to get during these
tough times and accordingly invest time and money
in production of those specific essentials in order to
utilize the available inventory efficiently.

Research and Development
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Design involves chip specifications like manufacturing
components used, blueprint, its suitable operating
conditions, circuit design etc., which is important to
get the product manufactured exactly the way it is
required by the clients.

The pandemic has forced the companies to re-think
the design structure, efficiency and re-use of existing
design structures in a more cost-efficient manner in
order to reduce lead-time and more units in shorter
time to meet the alarmingly surging demand.

Electronic Design Automation and Core IP is a sub-
division of design which inter-related with the design
process helps in accelerating the process of the chip
designing in the today’s world with the help of
automated software, which will be used to design
complex chipsets easily with precision, which would
require a lot of time and attention by an ordinary
human. Modular portions of these designs are
patented by companies which can be licensed for
manufacturing.

In this way, electronic design automation will be of a
great help to speed up and create complex designs
quickly and also re-invent existing designs if needed.

Design

Electronic Design Automation and Core IP
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Raw Materials like Silicon, Germanium and Gallium
arsenide etc. which are needed for the production,
which should be recycled as much as possible and use
of harmful materials like lead, arsenic, cadmium etc.
which cause health and environmental hazards
should be avoided to sustain the earth’s resources as
explained in the previous section.

Fabrication is a process which will turn the blueprint
designs into actual chips, where the layers of circuits
and electrical connections will be etched and molded
with the help of special equipment.

Raw Materials

Semiconductor Manufacturing Supply Chain

Fabrication

Assembly, Testing and Packaging which includes
cutting a finished wafer from grid-patterns designed
on the silicon wafer and then attaching wires to the
chip with a protective casing.

Assembly, Testing and Packaging
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Then, the product is tested to check if it runs in the
way it is exactly supposed to and then packed
accordingly, with all of the above processes done in a
clean room free of dust particles.

Adding to this local safety laws regarding handling of
electronic equipment as well as special laws
implemented during this pandemic i.e., sanitization,
workers’ equipment etc. should be followed properly.

End Use involves distribution of these chips to the
clients on the basis of their requirements and demand
which will then be integrated into electronic devices
like laptops, computers, smartphones etc.

People need to use electronic devices responsibly for
their own safety as well as the environment and follow
local laws regarding to disposal of electronic waste,
since most of it can be re-used and harmful chemical
components present in it can also be disposed off
safely.

In this way, it each and every component of the
semiconductor manufacturing supply chain needs to
be amplified for the sustainable development the
companies, people as well as the environment to deal
with this pandemic and the post-pandemic situation.

End Use

CONCLUSION
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The Denouement of
Pandemic on the Global
Procurement and
Supply Chain Agility

Mr. Abhishek Ashok Shirke

 

 

Due to the rise of rapid globalization, suppliers and
buyers all across the world are dependent on each
other. Talking before the pandemic, there is a history
which has a significant impact on the current supply
chain situation. We need to go back a few decades in
order to explain how we got here in this globalized
world. Talking about the early 2000-2001 when there
was that whole ‘dot-com’ bust which was a pretty
difficult time as a deep recession was lasted for a long
time.

 
Sourcing Analyst at GEP

Worldwide
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Mostly the service based as well as the manufacturing
companies which were mainly dependent on labours
for its operations, as we can say labour driven
industries, had to go to some place where the cost
was lower and mainly labour back in those days was a
huge component of manufacturing cost, so factories
moved out somewhere where the labour cost was low
and that was not typically in the United States that
was in some far-off places back then was
predominantly over in China. 

A lot of factories that were moving first of all along the
exterior of China and then over time more into the
interior in seek of that lower labour costs. So,
companies also needed suppliers that were closer to
those factories hence those suppliers were picked by
the companies that were over in that part of the
world.
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So then not only did they have their main assemblers
over there in the factories but the sub-contracting
started out there near to the factories mainly in the
APAC region. This made the Procurement in the
supply chain a dominant part which is largely
dependent on the suppliers’ location. This also made
the Procurement region-dependant as it saved a lot of
logistics and business service costs to the owners of
the manufacturing sector. 

Here we cannot deny the role of Government
subsidies and the benefits of Economic and free trade
areas which substantially lowered the cost of direct
investments for global companies in developing
countries, especially in the eastern part of the world.
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It is evident today when we're in the middle of a
pandemic, and in the area of supply chain and
specifically in procurement then the risk these days
has to become an integral part of it because of what's
happened over the past couple of decades, there's
been a lot of dissemination of suppliers out into the
world and because of which we've got not only tons of
suppliers that are dispersed all over everywhere, but
we've got the events and the things that caused
disruptions that could affect them.

If we're not involved in supply chain risk and we don't
have a visibility out to what's happening with
suppliers all the way out to the end of the earth, then
we'll never know what's going to happen to the
business and ultimately to our end customers,  so  the 
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supply chain risk management really becomes an
integral element of supply chain management. Being
at a supply chain world and hanging around supply
chain people, we are just getting it done due to the
use of technology in supply chain management. But
when we think about a risk culture, we got to think
differently about what's happening in our role, we just
cannot depend on the technology. Talking about a
risk culture we think about the events that could
happen in the future and how we can be proactive
and be prepared or prevent a bad thing from
happening with the business.

It is a difficult role because if you're a person with a
supply chain risk culture and you're inside of the
supply chain organization you have a lot of people
telling you, “oh don't worry about it you're wringing
your hands over nothing, they'll never be a global
pandemic, factories don't catch on fire we don't  need 
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to worry about that”, but in reality with a risk culture
you're always worried about that what could happen?
what might happen? What would we do in case? And
are we prepared? Can we develop a plan? And can we
practice the plan? Do we have enough people and
training in place? All these are the questions one need
to ask to sustain in the supply chain and these
elements become really an integral part of that kind
of risk culture, the business has adapted.

The best way to understand the effect of global
pandemic on the supply chain and procurement
sector is the recent global semiconductor ship
shortage. The pandemic pushed fabrication foundries
into overdrive to meet the increasing demand for
chips in consumer electronics.  Production of
semiconductor chips used in cars was halted, which
led to a shortage in Q4 2020 as car sales started to
return. The global shortage in semiconductor chips is
likely to continue in 2021. 
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It is a shortage created by semiconductor fabrication
plants, also known as fabs or foundries, shutting down
and curbing production while consumers working
from home stocked up on electronic items,
appliances, laptops and personal computers. 

Sparing almost no industry, the pandemic decimated
any residual demand in an already underperforming
automotive industry. The consensus was that the
automotive industry would not rebound to its peak for
years. This turned out to be inaccurate, as car sales
started to surge in early Q4 2020, which ultimately
trickled down to push the demand up for automotive
car-chips. Chip makers chose not to store chips made
for cars and instead transitioned their resources to
cater to the demand for computer and laptop chips,
which was rising thanks to the new work-from-home
era. Major car manufacturers such as General Motors,
Ford, Toyota, Volkswagen had to adjust production
schedules due to the paucity of semiconductor chips. 
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Investments from companies such as Global
Foundries, that manufacture chips for companies
such as AMD, Qualcomm and Broadcom, have made
plans to invest more than $1.4 billion in chip factories
to accommodate the increase in demand, whereas
TSMC (Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company), which accounts for a 54% market share,
has planned to invest $100 billion from 2020 to 2024.
The semiconductor industry projected a 5% growth
rate in 2020, which is expected to double for 2021. This
would help the industry come closer to a demand-
supply equilibrium. Other impacts to watch out for
from this industry growth and innovation is the
generation of a large demand for skilled labour, which
can help countries achieve a massive boost across the
whole economy.
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To sum up, there is a substantial difference in the way
the procurement used to be before and after the
pandemic globally. Companies are moving towards
adopting agile work cultures to sustain in the
pandemic situation. Agile organizations are designed
to make fast decisions and to absorb and adapt to
challenges. McKinsey’s research on how agile
organizations fared during the pandemic showed that
93 percent of organizations thought their agile
business units had performed “better” or “significantly
better” than their non-agile business units in both
customer satisfaction and operational performance.
Coming back to the topic of procurement, Agile
procurement results in a transparent organizational
structure that gives importance to skills over
experience, encourages an open flow of information
and communication, and elicits a fluid resource
allocation by employing people who are adaptable
and responsive to changes. As economies open up
and we start to move toward the next normal, non-
agile organizations must decide how much of these
new practices they want to maintain.
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SENSE AND ESSENCE OF
A Q FACTOR IN
PROJECT MANAGEMENT  

As per President of a manufacturing company “Our
scrap and rework cost this year were five times our
profit. Because of these costs, we have had to increase
our selling price and we subsequently lost market
share. Quality is no longer a technical issue, but is a
business issue.”
Even the lift man in any company is familiar with the Q
word, but I wonder how many comprehend its
significance. I would presume Q is just a means to an
end; period. The final inspector is the customer and
quality ought to make life easier for everyone, the
seller and the buyer.

Introduction

    

 Prof. C.G. Prakash
Faculty | VESIMSR
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In an IT project, they race through the requirements,
produce e a superficial design and rush into coding.
This mad scramble to build something results in the
poor quality product that has the wrong functions., is
seriously defective and is late.

Inappropriate Staffing
The only way to complete an engineering project
rapidly and efficiently is to assign an adequate number
of people with the right skill sets and then protect
them from interruptions and distractions. This helps
build the motivation and effective teamwork needed
for quality results. When managers fail to provide
timely, adequate and properly trained resources, their
projects will generally fail.

Changing Requirements During Execution 
To start designing and building products, engineers
must know what product to build. Unfortunately,
Management, marketing and even customer often 
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If one refused to be intimidated by the jargon, Quality is
essentially a simple thing. An organisations quality
thrust could be defined as -
A business must have a comprehensive documented
policy and procedures for all operations; guidelines for
each job, a defined business process and records that
prove that the company is following its policies and
procedures as laid down
If it is as simple as that, then what is the fuss about?
The problem is most businesses solve problems  
 intuitively without committing anything to paper;
without any documentation whatsoever.
Like  the  medicos  say  this  often  leads  to focussing 
 on symptoms without ever realising the malaise . The
journey ought to be from the symptoms to the causes
and the causes to the remedies.

Common causes of Project failure 
Project management is all about developing
appropriate frameworks and then putting systems and
procedures to work. An undisciplined approach to
schedule commitment during project planning ,
execution and control contributes to every one of the
most common causes of project failure 

Unrealistic   Schedules
You might think that pushing for an aggressive
schedule would accelerate the work, but it actually
delays it. When faced with an unrealistic schedule,
engineering teams often behave irrationally. 
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don’t know what they want. Worse, they think they
know and then change their minds partway through
the job. While the requirements (or objectives)
normally change in the early phases of a job, there is a
point beyond which change will waste time and
money and disrupt the work.

Poor Communication
“There has been one thing that consistently shows up
on every project gone bad — poor communication. The
other factors vary, but communication issues are
always at the core of failed projects.” —Tom Atkins,
Founder, Quarry House
Everyone knows how vital it is to proactively share
information and knowledge during a project if you
want to succeed; yet poor communication continues
to trip teams up time and time again. If you and your
team haven’t set aside any time to focus on improving
your communication skills recently, don’t wait until the
next project disaster to convince you that it’s
necessary.
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Underestimated Timelines
When you underestimate the timeline for a project,
the result is more than just a missed deadline on the
calendar. Workers have to be paid for more time, so
your estimated budget goes over. Sales teams were
relying on your timely product release, and now
they’ve lost big deals. It’s important to accurately
predict your timeline — and Jazmin Truesdale does
that with excellent risk management 

“Projects fail due to underestimated time. Now, when I
create projects I estimate 3-5 situations that could
delay the project and how to deal with those situations
and allot time for whichever would take the longest
time to recover. Now 75% of my projects finish ahead
of schedule.” —Jazmin Truesdale, CEO, Mino
Enterprises.

Unhelpful Teams and Technology  
We’re talking about teams and tools that cannot
deliver on the expectations. Stop this madness! Fix
your broken processes quickly — even if you eat the 
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Add a little bitcost from ending a contract early. Trevor
Ewen told me about a client project gone wrong when
his consulting firm was charged with breathing life
into a failing project:
“In an effort to preserve an existing vendor
relationship, we were forced to work with that vendor.
In reality, we would’ve been much better off telling
[the client] to pay the vendor to walk away. It was a
win-lose. They delivered a broken product: we were
required to fix it.” —Trevor Ewen, Senior Software
Engineer, Neosavvy
Keeping yourself locked in with teams that create
more problems means you’re going to spend extra
time and money hiring additional teams to fix their
mistakes. Bail early, before they create more problems
than they’re worth.
And the same goes with technology. If the tools you’re
using to run your team and projects are making work
harder, then find a new solution immediately. There
are many types of tools your team can use to make
work easier: project management, document
management, content management, portfolio
management, client relationship management… the
list goes on. 

Management Attention
As the project manager, you are the symbolic parent
and champion of progress. And just like a child,
projects need regular health check-ups to make sure
everything is growing as it should be. It’s important to
check in frequently with your team and offer your 
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assistance when things are slowing down. Trevor
Ewen’s unfortunate failed project struggled without
proper support from the project manager. “He was
shirking his duties to better plan for a product release.
This persisted for months, and with a remote team, it’s
never a good idea to put your head in the sand.” —
Trevor Ewen, Senior Software Engineer, Neo savvy

Poor Quality Work
 “The nitty gritty is what is going to make you or break
you. [Projects] start out strong and start to break
down as we get closer to the deadline.” —Jennifer
Mansfield, Head of Customer Support 
Are you a big-picture thinker, or do you have a detail-
oriented mind? Usually we only excel at one or the
other, but if you want your projects to be successful,
you need both. (I know, not your favourite answer.) If
you’re still missing part of the picture, then start
reviewing past projects to see where your common
oversights have been, and take those lessons learned
to plan more accurately in the future.
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Consider the case of Greg, manager of a
manufacturing software project that had to meet an
accelerated delivery date set by his  boss. Greg
unmercifully pushed  his engineers s ,who rushed
through the design and coding and skipped all of the
quality reviews and inspections. Testing found many
defects, but Greg argued for delivering the software
and fixing defects later. Greg met the deadline, but the
system was a disaster. It was so unreliable that the
software has to be fixed every time change was made
in the product or product t mix. Excessive factory
downtime and repairs cost the company over $ 1
million. When executives push for unrealistic
schedules, the project either will be late in delivering a
working product or will produce a product that doesn’t
work. There is a saying about quality “It   does not have
to work, we can build it really fast “.

Believing  In Magic
Subcontracting , procuring  commercial  off – the -
shelf software  orengaging in  joint development
partnerships  are all  attractive ways  toaccelerate
projects  andthus  save  development  time  and 
 money .  However , itcan be a   disasterif  not properly 
 managed  thruproper project methodologies , tools
andskill sets . 

Conclusions
Quality in Project Management is all about identifying
processes and then documenting them, putting
systems into place and working by them. E.g.:In the IT .
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industry a quality certificate is like the conduct
certificate you get when you leave school. Given the
fact that our software companies lie excessively on the
west for business, quality assumes great significance.

The countries of the west although at the forefront of 
 the wired world movement is obsessed with
documentation and have a major paper fetish . They
have adopted policies in favour of quality certification
and assessments e.g.  ISO 9001, SEI – CMM / PCMM at
an organisational level  and  accord due weightage
when these  are  complemented with the project and
individual level certifications like Six Sigma, CAPM,
PMP, CQA and others.
Anyway, the quality drive is a good thing. We are a
process-less country and anything that forces us to get
disciplinedshould do us some good. A quality
certification does not come easy or cheap. The
company has to dedicate resource, time and money.
There is a dire need for a change in mind-set i.e.  a 
 paradigm shiftof  focus from Effects to Causes ,
Execution to Planning , Final Inspection to Monitoring ,
Development to Design , End product to System
Design , Supplies to Suppliers  and  Complaints to
Survey / Feedback.
We talk of Quality nowadays because customers are
choosy, there is increased competition in the market
place, and resources are getting scarce and costly.
If we need to equip ourselves to handle a more
prestigious assignment, we also need to appreciate
the importance of documenting  best-of-class  quality   
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processes and effective deployment of the same. Our
various quality initiative  viz. ISO 9001, CMM / PCMM,
Six Sigma etc. are all indeed welcome, which will
elevate our stock in the world market significantly and
make the market place more competitive.
It is also imperative to note that the  Q  factor in  any 
 project management endeavour is just  not a
standard  but an  attitude.
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The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is causing
widespread loss of human lives worldwide and
presents itself as an unmatched threat globally to
human value generating systems like agriculture,
commerce health care and trade.

AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM
FOR COLD STORAGE
WAREHOUSE FOR
VACCINE MANAGEMENT
& DISTRIBUTION

Akhil Pillai
Student | VES Business School

The economic collapse and the social disorder caused
is cataclysmic: millions of people are vulnerable of
falling into acute poverty, while the number of
malnourished people, projected at nearly 815 million,
perhaps increase by up to several millions by the end
of the year.
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There is a lingering shortage of raw materials and
medical equipment and the global required meant is
touted to outstrip the given estimates due to the
merging variants of the virus due to contact mutation,
requiring a recalibration and new formulations for
antigen booster shots and conventional vaccines. This
ensuing paranoia is enough for countries to feel
necessary to safeguard their existing supplies for their
own citizen welfare.

Roughly 11 billion vaccine shots are needed to
vaccinate 70 percent of the world’s population, the
estimated threshold for herd immunity, of which only
a fraction of that has been produced.

With the advent of COVID-19
transmission, India, like most
other countries, found itself
dealing with acute shortages.
As the collective
governments ready
themselves for vaccine
engagement with a firm
determination to end the
pandemic, India is already
established at least on one
front. One of the leading
manufacturers, India
potentially has better access
to raw materials required for
an indigenous vaccine
development programme.
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India’s new vaccination policy, w.e.f from May 1, will
expand the population base to be vaccinated to
anyone over 18 years. As the new strains of the
mutated virus is proving to be equally dangerous to
the younger population, this is a welcome move on
the part of the government. 

However, henceforth, 50% of the supply from Indian
manufacturers has been earmarked for the Centre,
which will continue its existing vaccination process,
offering free vaccinations for health care workers,
frontline workers and citizens above 45 years.

The remainder 50% of the supply is allocated for the
open market (states, private health institutions and
facilities with vaccine administration capabilities)
between the ages of 18 and 45 have to get vaccinated
from this lot. 

Yet, for India’s first aggregate vaccination drive it is a
challenging task which will facilitate the
diversification of the present cold storage on a rapid
scale, particularly in the geographic terrains having a
dense intensity of population, where access to such
cold storage infrastructure is severely restricted.
Furthermore, India needs to address the chinks in
India’s existing vaccine distribution network, duly
flagged by the Ministry of health.
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The projections calculated off the assumption of
leveraging the present infrastructure made available
to incorporate the immunization programme in the
country in tandem with the regular active
immunization program. Additionally, a public-private
partnership will be drawn upon to produce and render
approximately 300 million doses this year.

Our nation’s current vaccination dissemination
network is maintained and operated via four
government authorized medical depots, located in
Chennai Karnal, Kolkata and Mumbai procuring
directly from the vaccine manufacturers.

The state-owned vaccine stores then purchase the
bulk orders from these depots or directly from the
private distributors
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There is a multi-geographic level distribution, via
insulated transportation.
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To achieve the required target of its first vaccination
drive, the public sector dissemination volume needs
to be stretched, roughly by a thrice of its current
capacity. Apart from augmenting this capacity
challenge, the current supply chain gaps are equally
challenging. 
Though there has been a tremendous improvement in
India’s vaccine management thanks to the eVIN
system network which has been as of August 2020.

Yet, in the latest vaccine chain audit made available
for the year 2017-2018 indicates the presence of
congestion. Cases of stock out, pegged at 26% of eVIN
cold points has been reported. The wastage of
vaccines was reported in more than fifth of the
facilities
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In terms of vaccine management, India is ranked in
the range of 51-75 percentile as per an analysis
conducted by WHO-UNICEF in 2018 out of 89
countries, globally. India fared relatively poorer in the
mandatory procedures for vaccine and in the
application of integrated system for demand
estimation of vaccines, syringes, vials etc.
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Nearly 4 cold chain spots per 100,000 population in
Rajasthan, and roughly 1 per 100,000 population in the
states of  Bihar, Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh,
effectively grouping them as the least served states in
terms of cold chain infrastructure.

Given the scenario of how majority of the privately
owned cold chains are condensed around the major
cities and towns, it is indeed an uphill task to redress
such deficits.

Adding to this vaccination woes is the presence of
inter-state inconsistency in dispensation of cold chain
spots across the geography. 
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Utilization of land
Construction of strategic transport routes for
improved connectivity
Identification of the required beneficiaries
Expansion via cold storage facility construction.
Feasibility analysis of mass cold storage
transportation
Vaccine uptake and monitoring system

The State Government can initiate this requirement
tasks after charting a proposed SOP and making
progress in amendments leading to-

The onus of responsibility for the creation and
maintenance of cold chain warehouses lies with the
state governments.
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Cold Box
Cold Rooms
Deep Freezer
Ice Lined Refrigerators
Vaccine carrier
Walk in cooler
Walk in Freezers

The Central Government, in addition to stimulus
package, can encourage the private players for an
alliance, assuring them of subsidies in return for their
allocation of services and facility set up pertaining to

The Central government will be sharing and allocating
resources from its established program for
vaccination towards the COVID-19 vaccine drive.

In addition to this, the centre can plan for an
integrated vaccine procurement and management
system, dedicated solely for COVID-19 immunization
program.

A vaccine management platform to assist the
healthcare experts and monitoring personnel, to
engage in vaccine production, distribution at a large
scale and efficient way, to help vaccine reach the
masses. Real time access for a better and informed
decision making.
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Through this robust system, the government can
ensure and maintain due diligence and awareness
over health care providers, vaccine recipients, state
and local public health organizations and associated
groups.

Encouraging vaccination camp set up and
admission
Rendering appointments to the interested and
registered ones, 
To aid with scheduling, tracking and other ancillary
services, facilitating a smooth communication and
coordination between various stakeholders
Web based remote inventory management
system.

Health Care Providers 

Scheduling vaccination appointments 
Complete pre-screening questionnaires to
expedite appointments
To generate SMS for appointment scheduling and
doing a follow-up (in case of multiple doses), and
to help in accessing a post immunization
certification digitally

Vaccine Recipients 
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For monitoring, aid and reconciliation services to
the vaccine management and to cover a large area
to provide assistance with arranging stocks.

State and Local Public Health Organizations 
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